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Measurement of the Ionospheric Reflection Height
of an HF Wave in Vertical Incidence With a

Resolution of Minutes
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Abstract— In this letter, we present a prototype of an RF1

signal receiver operating in the HF band, whose design considers2

the use of software-defined radio signal processing technology,3

based on field-programmable gate arrays (FPGA) reconfigurable4

hardware and the use of gnuradio open software. The purpose5

of this letter is to improve the measurement rate at a fixed6

frequency of the reflection height, which is now obtained with7

a rate of 15 min using the IPS-42 ionosonde. The proposed8

method uses a pulse generated by the Canadian Advanced9

Digital Ionosonde as the transmitted signal. For the receiving10

section, the FPGA-based “Universal Software Radio Peripheral11

1” was directly connected to a PC, where the return signals12

were analyzed by gnuradio. The measurements are taken with13

1-min cadence, approximately, and are validated by comparing14

them with 15-min measurements taken with a colocated15

IPS-42 ionosonde. The acquisition rate of order 1 every minute16

is of interest in the study of a number of physical processes,17

i.e., traveling ionospheric disturbance, disturbances generated18

by seismic events, meteorological processes, and so on.19

Index Terms— Ionosonde, traveling ionospheric disturbances20

(TIDs), universal software radio peripheral (USRP).21

I. INTRODUCTION22

THE ionosphere is an ionized region over the surface of23

the Earth and exhibits an diurnal effect, as illustrated in24

Fig. 1, where it is shown a typical plasma density profile,25

as function of altitude. During the day, the main sources26

for ionization are electromagnetic radiation and high-energy27

particles being brought by the solar wind, but during the night,28

ionization by cosmic rays is the dominant factor [4], [5], [19].29

The study of the ionosphere may be performed using instru-30

ments such as an ionosonde, coherent and incoherent radar31

wave scattering, GPS, and optical instruments. One of the most32

used instruments to study the ionosphere is the ionosonde that33

allows us to send a signal to the ionosphere where it gets34

reflected. These reflected echoes are received on the surface of35

the earth. The distance from the instrument to the place where36
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Fig. 1. Ionospheric electron density: typical plasma density profile, as
function of altitude and also, it is shown the D, E, and F (F1 and F2) layers
in the day (gray line) and the night (black line).

the reflection occurs in the ionosphere is called virtual height, 37

and can be calculated by measuring the time between the 38

emission of the signal through the transmitter and the reception 39

of the echo signal, considering that the electromagnetic wave 40

propagates in vacuum, and therefore avoiding complicated 41

assumptions on the chemical composition of the traveling path 42

and its effects on the signal. 43

The knowledge and understanding of the ionosphere are 44

currently relevant due to the strong relationship that exists with 45

the new technologies, for example, with GPS satellites from 46

which signals must transverse the ionosphere. Furthermore, 47

it plays an important role in HF radio wave propagation 48

because it allows the reflection of electromagnetic waves 49

between 2 and 26 MHz in different layers. However, for a great 50

solar activity, refracted signals can also be much higher than 51

26 MHz. The greater its density, the higher the frequencies that 52

would be reflected. The production of free electrons and their 53

distribution in the atmosphere are related to variations caused 54

by various factors, including solar activity, seasons, sunspot 55

cycle, traveling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs), earthquake, 56

tsunamis, landslides or eruptions, meteorological processes, 57

and so on. All these factors make ionospheric propagation to 58

be variable over relatively short timescales. In Table I, we will 59

discuss its effects and causes [3], [12], [15]. 60

1) TIDs: These have been detected for several decades and 61

by a number of different instruments, including ionoson- 62

des, incoherent scattering radars, and HF Doppler 63

systems. These perturbations consist of a ripple or wave 64
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TABLE I

WAVES TYPES

in the electron density structure that propagates hori-65

zontally, causing the ions to be forced along the field66

lines by a pressure wave. There are three main types of67

TIDs [16]:68

a) large-scale, with thousands of kilometers69

wavelengths;70

b) medium-scale, with hundreds of kilometers71

wavelengths;72

c) small scale, with tens of kilometers wavelengths.73

2) Planetary Waves: Although its origin is tropospheric,74

these waves can be propagated by the ionosphere affect-75

ing global electrical currents. Their effects are mainly76

observed in the lower ionosphere and have oscillations77

with periods of 2–30 days and have been observed in78

all ionospheric layers [2].79

3) Gravity Waves: It has an origin that is predominantly80

meteorological, although may be produced by earth-81

quakes, volcanic eruptions, tornadoes, thunderstorms,82

solar eclipses, polar and equatorial electrojets, and so83

on. Their effects have been shown through both the-84

oretical and experimental studies, identifying them as85

a mechanism for producing the transfer of energy and86

momentum from the troposphere to the ionosphere.87

These waves have periods between several minutes and88

a few hours [12], [15].89

4) Tsunamis and Earthquakes: They refer to an impulsive90

movement of free surface (land or water), generating91

a vertical atmospheric pressure wave whose amplitude92

increases as the inverse of square root of density, which93

is required for the conservation of the wave kinetic94

energy [10], [11].95

5) Meteorological Process: In the troposphere, there are96

many sources of strong internal waves that carry97

energy and momentum in the upward direction to98

the ionosphere. For example, climatological studies of99

gravity waves in the middle and upper atmosphere over100

Japan revealed almost continuous presence of gravity101

waves in the F region ([17], [18]).102

For all these reasons, it is of great interest to obtain103

information on the ionospheric vertical structure, distribution,104

and variability in real time, at a rate higher than what105

is regularly obtained by conventional ionosondes. Currently,106

there are different alternatives that are not only more flexible107

and versatile but also offering low cost of implementation.108

The referred instrumentation is based on field-programmable109

Fig. 2. USRP1.

gate arrays (FPGA) technology which are the hardware units 110

that provide access to logic gates available to synthesize 111

certain functionality. This enables significant signal processing 112

in microwave systems to be implemented in digital form, and 113

are configured and handled by software defined radio (SDR) 114

technology, with a software-based interface to the hardware. 115

In this letter, we accessed the hardware with an open source 116

software called Gnuradio, which includes a well-developed 117

graphical interface. 118

A. USRP Hardware 119

The Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) (Fig. 2) 120

board is our FPGA hardware interface of choice and the 121

functionality is accessed with Gnuradio ( [8], [9]). Basically, 122

the USRP is an integrated board that incorporates analog 123

to digital/digital to analog converters, some forms of RF 124

frontend, and an FPGA that performs significant preprocessing 125

of the input signal and can use daughter boards, such as 126

RFX900, RFX1200, XCVR 2450, Basic TX/RX, and so on. 127

These boards include filtering and heterodyne components for 128

different frequency bands. 129

The USRP motherboard contains four 12-bit analog to 130

digital converters (ADCs) and four 14-bit digital to analog 131

converters (DACs) of high speed, with the sampling rate 132

of 64 MS/s at the receiving and 128 MS/s at the transmitting 133

stages, respectively. It also contains a programmable gain 134

amplifier (PGA) before the ADCs that can amplify the input 135

signal for the use of the entire bandwidth at the input of the 136

ADCs. The full range of the ADCs is 2 V peak to peak, and 137

the input is 50-� differential. The PGA is a software program- 138

mable card and can be used with a maximum gain of 20 dB. 139

In this letter, we use an improved USRP version, the Ettus 140

USRP1, which provides entry-level RF processing capability. 141

It is intended to enable the SDR development potential 142

for cost-sensitive users and applications. The architecture 143

includes an Altera Cyclone FPGA and universal serial bus 2.0 144
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Fig. 3. Basic diagram for the system of transmission and reception.

TABLE II

CADI TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS

connectivity to provide data to host processors. A mod-145

ular design allows the USRP1 to operate from dc to146

6 GHz. The USRP1 platform can support two complete RF147

daughter boards. This feature makes the USRP ideal for148

applications requiring high isolation between transmit and149

receive chains, or dual-band transmit/receive operation. The150

USRP1 can stream up to 8 MS/s to and from host applications,151

and users can implement custom functions in the FPGA fabric.152

In our case, the USRP1 was interfaced with Basic TX/RX153

daughter boards, whose specifications are as follows:154

1) Basic Tx Daughter Board: It is a low-cost daughter155

board that provides transmission capability from the156

USRP from 1 to 250 MHz. The BasicTx uses two157

wideband transformers to match the dual DAC outputs158

of a USRP to 50-� SubMiniature version A connections.159

2) Basic Rx Daughter Board: It is a low-cost daughter160

board that provides direct access to the ADC inputs. The161

board can accept real-mode signals from 1 to 250 MHz.162

The Basic RX/Basic TX is ideal for applications using an163

external front end providing relatively clean signals within the164

operational bandwidth. Wideband transformers couple each RF165

input to a single channel of the USRP’s ADC. The signals166

sampled by the ADC are manipulated in the FPGA and can be167

processed as two real-mode signals, or a single I-Q pair. Given168

that the frequency range of our application is right within the169

bandwidth of the daughter boards, we do not need to include170

in our setup the extra front-end components.171

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP172

For this letter, we combined the Canadian Advanced Digital173

Ionosonde (CADI) (Digital Ionosonde [6], [7]) capabilities174

Fig. 4. Dual-channel receiver system.

Fig. 5. Transmitted and received pulse on USRP and visualized by a
MATLAB script.

Fig. 6. Visual cross correlation results between the transmitted and received
pulses on USRP.

for the transmission of an RF pulse to the ionosphere 175

with the digital receiver capabilities of the USRP1. The 176

hardware was configured and operated by gnuradio. Con- 177

sequently, the time travel for the transmitted pulse to get 178

reflected in the ionospheric reflective screen and return to 179

the receiver gives an estimate of the height at which the 180

reflective layer locates in the ionosphere, which is called 181

the virtual height because it assumes that vacuum is the 182

transmission media. Currently, the conventional ionosonde we 183

operate at our facilities (see the following), sends a pulse 184

train to the ionosphere with frequencies ranging between 185

1 and 25 MHz and every 15 min, generating an ionogram, 186

which allows studying the variability in the height of the 187

ionosphere with periodicities of about an hour. 188
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Fig. 7. Empty circles: measurements made with the IPS-42 ionosonde each 15 min. Dotted lines: band for measurement errors. Black full circles: measurements
made using our USRP system. Error bars: range-resolution of the radar equation 3.

Given the high recurrence of seismic phenomena in certain189

parts of the world, and particularly in Chile where our facilities190

are located, we are interested in the study of ionospheric191

disturbances caused by the propagation of gravity waves192

generated either by earthquakes or tsunamis, which have a193

variability on the order of minutes. As these measurements194

cannot be made with our conventional ionosondes, we decided195

to develop a system that would allow us to obtain the variation196

of the virtual height at a fixed frequency and with 1-min197

cadence, using the ionosonde as a transmitter, and receive the198

reflected pulses with the digital receiver.199

Fig. 3 illustrates a diagram of our system for the combined200

architecture of a CADI ionosonde as transmitter, and receiving201

the signal using a dual-channel receiver based on USRP1/202

Gnuradio. The signal generated by CADI is divided into two203

equal signals (splitter), one feeds to the 600-W transmitter and204

the other passes through a 2-dB attenuator to the channel 1.205

In the reception, the signal reflected in the ionosphere is206

measured by the USRP into the channel 2. Table II illustrates207

the CADI technical characteristics as a transmitter.208

For correct operation of the instrument, we need to con-209

figure two signals. The first signal is sent to the reflecting210

layer by the CADI transmitter, and the second signal being211

measured by the USRP. These two signals, tuned at 5 MHz,212

feed the USRP on channels 0 and 1 and are transformed to213

IF frequency (100 KHz) with two common local oscillators214

tuned at 5.1 MHz. The ADCs are configured with a sample215

rate of 1 MS/s (superior to the Nyquist frequency of 200 KS/s).216

As shown in Fig. 4, the flow graph consists of several blocks.217

III. EXPERIMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS218

In our experiment, the CADI ionosonde is an existing219

equipment of the new ionospheric station (j3p) in Chile,220

located in Chillán (36◦ 38� 29��S; 71◦ 59� 41��W) at Uni- 221

versidad Adventista de Chile [1]. The frequency used 222

in pulse transmission was 5.0 MHz due to two factors: 223

1) ionograms obtained by the IPS-42 show that the ionospheric 224

layers are best constituted between 2 and 6 MHz. From this 225

analysis, we conclude that this frequency range should be used 226

to attempt such experiment, and 2) because, at that frequency, 227

the Tx/Rx antennas showed a dip in return loss measured with 228

vector network analyzer, and also the ionograms observed 229

from the ionosonde IPS-42 showed a good and stable behavior 230

of the ionospheric profiles at that particular frequency. 231

The measurements were taken on July 12, 2017. The 232

disturbance storm time values ranged from −13 to −5, and the 233

observed F10.7 solar radio flux was 77.58, i.e., measurements 234

were made in quiet solar and geomagnetic conditions. Fig. 5 235

shows the pulse transmitted by CADI with an amplitude 236

80× bigger than the received pulse by the USRP, with a 237

difference in time (delay) of 1.577 ms, which corresponds to a 238

reflection height of 240 km on average. Fig. 6 shows the cross 239

correlation between both pulses and it allows us to estimate 240

the travel time to the reflective layer in the ionosphere. 241

A. Cross Correlation 242

In signal processing, cross correlation is a measure that 243

allows us to evaluate the similarity between the two signals 244

as a function of the displacement of one relative to the other, 245

as a function of the time lag between them. 246

We first consider the cross correlation function of two 247

signals, x(t) and y(t), of a real variable 248

rxy(τ ) =
� ∞

−∞
x(t) · y(t − τ )dτ (1) 249

where τ is the displacement, also known as the lag. 250
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By properties of the cross correlation function, if x(t) =251

a · y(t −T ), where ‘a’ is a numeric factor, i.e., x(t) is a scaled252

and delayed version of y(t), then rxy will have its maximum253

value at τ = T .254

In ideal conditions, if x(t) is the signal transmitted and255

y(t − T ) is signal reflected by an object at a distance R and256

received in a time T (delay), then the range (R) or distance257

target is calculated using258

R = c · T

2
(2)259

where c is the speed of light.260

Now, each R range has an associated resolution in height261

that is related to bandwidth of the transmitted pulse (BTX). In a262

pulse compression system, such as CADI, the range resolution263

of the radar is given by the length of the pulse II; in our case,264

BTX = 25 KHz265

�R = c

2 · BTX
. (3)266

The observed time delay between the transmitted and267

the received signals was estimated using a cross correlation268

implementation in MATLAB. To validate our measurements,269

reflection height comparisons were concurrently taken with an270

IPS-42 ionosonde working at the same site, which was oper-271

ated every 15 min. Fig. 7 shows the simultaneous reflection272

heights for an F2 ionosphere layer, measured by a typical273

ionosonde as IPS-42, every 15 min (circles connected by274

dotted lines) and by the developed system presented in this275

letter (black full circles connected with error bars given by 3,276

which provides the uncertainty in the derived virtual height,277

with a rate of one measurement per minute. The figure shows278

the validate of our measurement.279

IV. CONCLUSION280

This letter introduces the design and implementation of a281

hybrid radar system of scientific importance for the HF-band.282

This instrument considers the use of SDR signal processing283

technology, (gnuradio free code) and a USRP1 unit. The284

system allowed us to improve the measurement rate at a fixed285

frequency from 15 min (using IPS-42 ionosonde) to 1 min. The286

reliability of the design was verified through several experi-287

ments in the laboratory and validated with 15-min measure-288

ments taken with IPS-42 ionosonde. The new radar structure289

design combines a pulse generated by a CADI ionosonde, and290

a USRP1 commanded by gnuradio connected to a PC, where291

the signal is recorded. The data are analyzed offline using cross292

correlation analysis programmed in MATLAB.293

The development of the presented system represents the294

progress in the study of ionospheric dynamics in our country,295

and contributes to the understanding of its physical processes296

associated with minute temporal variations for 5-MHz wave 297

reflected in the ionosphere. We hope that in the near future, 298

the proposed system could be used to detect TIDs and distur- 299

bances generated by a seismic activity. 300
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